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1. New LOG Graph in graphs tab 

 

This tool allows for long term (minimum 8 weeks) analyses of ship log readings in order to detect its 

malfunctions or calibration problems. It draws ship’s speed through water (STW measured by log) 

against speed over ground (SOG measured by GPS) and interpolate these data by linear trend. It 

evaluates linear trend inclination and offset in order to detect log problems. In addition to graph, data 

are presented in tabular form for 1 knot speed intervals in order to identify log deviations both in 

absolute and relative manner. Log performance status is identified. 
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2. New Engine layout graph in graphs tab 

 

This tool allows user to analyze the engine usage of the ship. The graph consists of the green, yellow 

and red zones (respectively standard load, overspeed and overload) and blue dots. The dots are 

measurements of the engine RPM’s related to Break power. The zones are determined based on 

engine details, speed limit and allowed overspeed. If the measurements are placed on out of green 

zone it means that the engine is used above standard usage conditions or is used incorrectly. The 

buttons allow to replay the measurements from the selected time range. This allows user to see if the 

consecutive measurements are located near each other or if there was some sudden abnormal value 

that lasted for short time. 
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3. Data completeness for each signal in measurement tab 

 

This improvement allows user to see how much data is missing for selected period, each signal 

separately. Each subtab in Measurements tab consists of multiple signals, sometimes even from 

multiple devices. Additional row with signal completeness helps to define what could be possible 

problem and how many data rows are in particular date range which was selected previously by user. 

As it is possible for one device not to transmit measurements while other devices send the data, each 

signal can have different value in completeness and also different from the data recording time located 

above the measurement table. Data recording time corresponds to the total time in which the data 

collector was online. 
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4. Separation of multiple alarms in map overview 

 

This interface improvement helps user to see how many alarms were on in selected point. Every alarm 

is now separated from each other. This prevents mixing the descriptions of alarms and improves the 

aesthetic value of the Overview tab.  It is possible to click on the name of the alarm. This action will 

take user to another tab (could be Measurements or Graphs, depending which alarm was clicked) to 

facilitate the analysis of the situation in the surrounding of other points. In case of multiple alarms 

present on the same time it is additionally indicated by gray rim along ship track on the map. 

 

5. Minor improvements and bug fixes 
This point contains some minor improvements in user interface of the application as well as some fixes. 

These are related to signal naming unambiguity, simplification of views and internal data processing 

optimization.  Each new version of the application contains some corrections and improvements 

thanks to the feedback from the users and internal tests. 

 

6. Troubleshooting 
Availability of new features on particular vessel may depend on specific data or signals. Should any of 

above mentioned features be unavailable for your vessel please contact our service team at 

support@e-vesseltracker.com  

 

In case of problems with visualization, please try to refresh E-Vesseltracker site without cached files. 

Depending on user system: 

- Windows: CTRL + F5; 

- Mac/Apple: Apple + R or command + R; 

- Linux: F5. 

mailto:support@e-vesseltracker.com
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If this doesn’t help, try the solutions below: 

Chrome browser 

- Click F12 to open developer console; 

- Go to Network Tab; 

- Make sure that the Disable Cache checkbox is checked; 

- Refresh the site with developer console opened. 

 

Firefox browser 

 

 


